Title

Subject

- Diamonds are of most value they say that have pass’d through most jewellers hands - Whores by that rule are precious (1.3)
- Ambition, madam, is a great mans madness (1.3 Antonio)
- The misery of us that are born great, we are forced to woo because none dare woo us (1.3)
- I am the duches of Malfi still (4.2)
- Cover her face, mine eyes dazzle. she died young (4.2 ferdinand)
- I account this world a tedious theatre, for i do play a part in it agains my will (4.1 Duchess)
- Whether we fall by ambition, blood or lust, like diamonds we are cut with out own dust (5.5 Ferdinand)
- wisdom begins at the end, remember it
- abortive hedgehog
- Imagine her in the act of sin
- the worst tourture
- the only pleasure in doing good is the doing of it
- antonio, mercy
- lay a naked sword between us keep us chaste
- this godly roof of yours in too low built
- Female: lusty widow, i am duchess of malfi still, abortive hedgehog, diamonds are of most value
- relationship: lusty widow,